Grouping of Metastatic Thyroid Carcinoma by Molecular Imaging Features to Allow for Individualized Treatment, with Emphasis on the TENIS Syndrome.
The process of radioiodine ((131)I) refractoriness, dedifferentiation, and development of thyroglobulin elevation and negative iodine scintigraphy (TENIS) syndrome in metastatic differentiated thyroid carcinoma (DTC) could be viewed as a disease continuum rather than a single event or an all-or-none phenomenon. In this report, the important role of molecular functional imaging in systematically exploring the disease biology and course of metastatic DTC is presented. Making this role the base, this report proposes a novel clinical classification for TENIS syndrome using molecular functional imaging. Such an endeavor, in our view, would aid in classification into subgroups and development of an individualized treatment strategy for patients with metastatic DTC. Case illustrations are presented that substantiate this viewpoint, including the value of combined assessment in selected cases and the requirement of a multipronged treatment approach for certain case scenarios. In addition to multiple other considerations, we believe that molecular functional imaging-based characterization of metastatic lesions could evolve as an important determinant for defining the optimal treatment strategy in patients with metastatic DTC, making the clinical management more rational and scientific.